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By Yingying Fan and Jinchi Lv
University of Southern California
Large-scale precision matrix estimation is of fundamental impor-
tance yet challenging in many contemporary applications for recov-
ering Gaussian graphical models. In this paper, we suggest a new
approach of innovated scalable efficient estimation (ISEE) for esti-
mating large precision matrix. Motivated by the innovated transfor-
mation, we convert the original problem into that of large covariance
matrix estimation. The suggested method combines the strengths of
recent advances in high-dimensional sparse modeling and large co-
variance matrix estimation. Compared to existing approaches, our
method is scalable and can deal with much larger precision matrices
with simple tuning. Under mild regularity conditions, we establish
that this procedure can recover the underlying graphical structure
with significant probability and provide efficient estimation of link
strengths. Both computational and theoretical advantages of the pro-
cedure are evidenced through simulation and real data examples.
1. Introduction. The surge of big data in an unprecedented scale has
brought us an enormous amount of information about individuals in a spec-
trum of contemporary applications including social networks, online market-
ing, and modern healthcare. It is often of practical interest to uncover the
underlying network formed by a large number of individuals that are sparsely
related. Graphical models provide a flexible way to specify the conditional
independence structure among a set of nodes. See, for example, [30, 44] for
detailed accounts and applications of such models. In Gaussian graphical
models, the conditional independence structure is fully characterized by the
zero entries in the precision (inverse covariance) matrix. For instance, the
nonzero entries of a precision matrix estimated from genomic data detect
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interactions among genes or proteins of potential interest. The precision
matrix also appears in many other applications such as classification and
portfolio management.
The problem of identifying zeros in the precision matrix was termed as
covariance selection in [9], which serves as a parsimonious way to simplify
the model on the covariance structure. A stepwise estimation procedure was
proposed therein based on the rule that the covariance matrix estimator is
positive definite and matches the sample one on a set of entries, while its
inverse has zeros in the remaining entries. In the Gaussian setting, it was
shown that such a covariance model attains maximum entropy (simplicity)
and the proposed covariance matrix estimator has the appealing property of
being the restricted maximum likelihood estimate. Such a procedure works
for the case when the number of variables p is low but becomes computa-
tionally expensive as p increases.
Large precision matrix estimation has attracted much recent attention
of many researchers. Broadly speaking, existing methods can be classified
into two classes: the penalized likelihood or empirical risk methods, and the
penalized regression or Dantzig selector type optimization methods. The for-
mer class includes, for example, [47, 22, 13, 38, 49]. These methods share a
common feature that the precision matrix is estimated by maximizing the
penalized Gaussian likelihood or minimizing the penalized empirical risk.
The latter class includes, for instance, [36, 37, 46, 5, 39, 6]. Such meth-
ods convert the problem of precision matrix estimation into a nodewise or
pairwise regression, or optimization problem and then apply the technique
of high-dimensional regularization using the Lasso or Dantzig selector type
methods. In particular, optimal rates of convergence for estimating sparse
precision matrix have been established in [6]. The aforementioned meth-
ods are efficient in estimating precision matrix in moderate dimensions, but
may become computationally inefficient when dealing with a huge number
of nodes.
To address the important issue of scalability that is crucial to uncover-
ing ultra-large Gaussian graphical models, in this paper we suggest a new
method, called the innovated scalable efficient estimation (ISEE), for large
precision matrix estimation. Our approach is motivated by the idea of the
innovated transformation, which is a linear transformation of the p-variate
random vector for the p nodes using the precision matrix; see (3) for for-
mal definition. A simple observation is that the covariance matrix of the
transformed p-variate random vector is exactly the precision matrix of the
original p-variate random vector. Aided by such a transformation, we con-
vert the original problem of large precision matrix estimation into that of
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large covariance matrix estimation. To estimate the innovated data matrix,
the so-called oracle empirical matrix (see (8) for formal definition), which
is unavailable to practitioners, we exploit the scaled Lasso regression in [42]
applied p times based on a partition of all the p nodes. After obtaining such a
data matrix, we treat it as a “sample” from the innovated p-variate random
vector, and apply the approach of thresholding in [3] to construct a sparse
precision matrix estimator.
The innovated transformation is related to the term “innovation” used
in the time series literature [23] and has been utilized by other researchers
in various contexts. For example, it was proposed and exploited in [23] for
detecting sparse signals when the noises are correlated. It was used in [18]
for high-dimensional optimal classification with correlated features. See also
[28] for a discussion of the innovated transformation in the multiple testing
setting.
The suggested ISEE method combines the strengths of recent advances in
both fields of high-dimensional sparse modeling and large covariance matrix
estimation. The scaled Lasso is a convex regularization method that is tun-
ing free and admits efficient implementation, while the thresholding method
for large covariance matrix estimation is easy to implement and powered by
appealing theoretical properties. As a consequence, there is only one tuning
parameter for ISEE which is the threshold. To select such a threshold, we
adapt the method of the cross-validation in [2, 3] for large covariance matrix
estimation. Since we apply the cross-validation to the estimated oracle em-
pirical matrix, not the original data matrix, there is no need to repeat the
sparse regression step and thus the ISEE enjoys computational efficiency.
As such, ISEE is scalable and can deal with much larger precision matri-
ces with simple tuning, compared to existing approaches. In addition to the
computational advantage, we have also shown that the suggested procedure
can recover the underlying graphical structure with significant probability
and provide efficient estimation of link strengths under mild regularity con-
ditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the sug-
gested approach of ISEE for large Gaussian graphical models, and discusses
its computation in large or ultra-large scale. We present the asymptotic ef-
ficiency of the new method in Section 3. Section 4 details some examples
of applications for our method. We provide several numerical examples in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses some extensions of the suggested method to a
few settings. The proofs of some main results are relegated to the Appendix.
Additional proofs of main results and technical details are provided in the
Supplementary Material.
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2. Innovated scalable efficient estimation in ultra-large Gaussian
graphical models.
2.1. Model setting. Consider the Gaussian graphical model G = (V,E)
for a p-variate random vector
(1) x = (X1, · · · ,Xp)
T ∼ N(µ,Σ),
where µ is a p-dimensional mean vector, Σ = (σjk) is a p×p covariance ma-
trix, and G is an undirected graph associated with x with V = {X1, · · · ,Xp}
the set of vertices (or nodes) and E = {(j, k)} the set of edges (or links) be-
tween the vertices. In this model, the lack of an edge (j, k) between a pair of
vertices Xj and Xk is characterized by the probabilistic property that these
two components are independent conditional on the remaining p−2 vertices.
In other words, the existence of an edge amounts to conditional dependence
between the two vertices given all other ones. Denote by Ω = (ωjk) the
precision matrix, that is, the inverse Σ−1 of the covariance matrix Σ. It is
well known in the Gaussian graphical model theory that there is an edge
(j, k) between a pair of vertices Xj and Xk if and only if the corresponding
entry ωjk of the precision matrix Ω is nonzero. See, for example, [30] for a
detailed account of graphical models. Such a characterization of the edge set
shows that the problem of recovering the Gaussian graph G is equivalent to
recovering the support
(2) supp(Ω) = {(j, k) : ωjk 6= 0} modulo symmetry,
meaning the equivalence of links between nodes j and k in undirected graphs,
of the precision matrix Ω. In particular, the strength of each link (j, k) is
characterized by the magnitude of the corresponding entry ωjk.
Suppose (xi)
n
i=1 is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sam-
ple from the Gaussian graphical model (1). Without loss of generality, as-
sume that the mean vector µ = 0 throughout the paper. One natural and
important question is how to efficiently recover the graphical structure and
infer about the link strengths in large scale, that is, when the number of
nodes p is large compared to the sample size n. We will address this prob-
lem in the remaining part of the paper.
2.2. Innovated scalable efficient estimation. Estimating the precision ma-
trix Ω associated with the Gaussian graph G is challenging even in moderate
dimensionality p. Directly inverting the sample covariance matrix is infea-
sible since it is singular when p > n. To overcome this difficulty, various
methods have been proposed. As discussed in the Introduction, a common
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limitation of these methods is that they are computationally intensive which
can restrain their applications when estimating very large graphs.
To address these challenges, we propose a new procedure called the in-
novated scalable efficient estimation (ISEE) for effective and efficient large
precision matrix estimation. The main idea of our approach is to convert
the problem of estimating large precision matrix Ω to that of estimating
large covariance matrix. Our method is motivated by the following linear
transformation
(3) x˜ = Ωx.
Observe that the p-variate transformed random vector x˜ in (3) still has a
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix
(4) cov(x˜) = Ωcov(x)Ω = ΩΣΩ = Ω.
Thus, if the transformed vector x˜ were observable, then estimating the preci-
sion matrix Ω could be achieved by estimating the covariance matrix of the
p-variate Gaussian random vector x˜. Our new view of this problem naturally
provides flexible alternative ways of Gaussian graph estimation powered by
recent developments in large covariance matrix estimation. See, for example,
[2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 29, 40], among others.
The transformation (3) with the precision matrix Ω is termed as inno-
vation in the time series literature. We thus refer to (3) as the innovated
transformation and incorporate the word “innovated” in the name of ISEE.
As mentioned in the Introduction, such a transformation has also been used
in other settings. The innovated transformation (3) is, however, not directly
applicable for large precision matrix estimation because the transformed
vector x˜ is unobservable. Estimating x˜ by the two parts according to (3) is
infeasible since it depends on the unknown precision matrix Ω which is our
estimation target. We overcome this difficulty by breaking the long vector
x˜ into small subvectors and then estimating each one as a whole with the
representation (3), which we describe in details as follows.
We start with introducing some notation that will be used repeatedly
in our presentation. For any subsets A,B ⊂ {1, · · · , p}, denote by xA a
subvector of x formed by its components with indices in A, and ΩA,B =
(ωjk)j∈A,k∈B a submatrix of Ω with rows in A and columns in B. We also
use the shorthand notation ΩA for ΩA,A for convenience. Note that by the
definition of x˜, we can write the subvector x˜A in the following form
(5) x˜A = ΩA,AηA,
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where ηA = xA +Ω
−1
A,AΩA,AcxAc with A
c the complement of set A.
The estimation of the two terms on the right hand side of (5) is inter-
related and can be achieved simultaneously and effectively through linear
regression techniques. The essence of our proposal comes from a simple yet
useful fact in Gaussian graphical model theory. Recall that in the Gaussian
graphical model (1), it holds for any subset A ⊂ {1, · · · , p} that
(6) xA|xAc ∼ N(−Ω
−1
A,AΩA,AcxAc ,Ω
−1
A,A).
The conditional distribution (6) suggests a multivariate linear regression
model
(7) xA = C
T
AxAc + ηA,
where CA = −ΩAc,AΩ
−1
A,A is a matrix of regression coefficients, and ηA is
the vector of model errors which takes the form introduced in (5) and has a
multivariate Gaussian distribution N(0,Ω−1A,A).
The representation of the subvector xA in (7) suggests that regression
techniques can be exploited to estimate the unknown subvector x˜A. To see
this, let η̂A be the residual vector obtained by using some regression tech-
nique to fit model (7). Then the unknown matrix ΩA,A can be estimated as
the inverse of the sample covariance matrix of the model residual vector η̂A.
Denote by Ω̂A the resulting estimator. Then we can estimate the subvector
x˜A in (5) as x̂A = Ω̂Aη̂A.
Let (Al)
L
l=1 be a partition of the index set {1, · · · , p}, that is,
⋃L
l=1Al =
{1, · · · , p} and Al ∩ Am = ∅ for any 1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ L. Although the ideas
of our approach are applicable to the case of general |Al|, to simplify the
presentation we focus our attention on the case of |Al| = 2 when the number
of nodes p is even, and the case of |Al| = 2 or 3 when p is an odd number.
Without loss of generality, throughout the paper we consider the specific
partition Al = {2l− 1, 2l} for 1 ≤ l ≤ L− 1 and AL = {2L− 1, · · · , p} with
L = ⌊p/2⌋ the integer part of p/2. The ISEE repeats the above procedure for
each Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L to obtain estimated subvectors x̂Al ’s, and then stacks
all these subvectors together to form an estimate x̂ of the oracle innovated
vector x˜ = Ωx. By doing so, the problem of estimating the precision matrix
based on the original vector x reduces to that of estimating the covariance
matrix based on the estimated transformed vector x̂.
By its nature, the ISEE breaks large-scale precision matrix estimation
into smaller-scale linear regression problems, each of which can be solved ef-
fectively and efficiently. Thanks to the scalability of ISEE, it has advantages
over existing methods in estimating very large precision matrices. Detailed
comparisons of ISEE with existing methods are given in Section 2.4.
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2.3. Estimation procedure by ISEE. We now discuss in detail the imple-
mentation of the ISEE procedure. To ease the presentation, we introduce
some matrix notation. Denote by X = (x1, · · · ,xn)
T the n× p data matrix.
We refer to the innovated data matrix
(8) X˜ = (x˜1, · · · , x˜n)
T = XΩ
as the oracle empirical matrix, which is unavailable to practitioners. Using
matrix notation, the multivariate linear regression model (7) can be written
as
(9) XA = XAcCA +EA,
where XA and XAc are the submatrices of X with columns in A and its
complement Ac, respectively, and EA is an n× |A| model error matrix with
rows as i.i.d. copies of ηTA. Then the corresponding submatrix X˜A can be
written as
X˜A = (XΩ)A = XAΩA,A +XAcΩAc,A(10)
= (XA +XAcΩAc,AΩ
−1
A,A)ΩA,A = EAΩA,A.
The representation in (10) provides the foundation for the estimation of the
oracle empirical matrix X˜.
Many existing methods can be used to fit the Gaussian linear regression
model (7) and obtain the estimates for ΩA,A and ηA. To avoid the issue
of overfitting caused by high dimensionality, some kind of regularization,
however, needs to be applied to control model complexity. There is a large
body of literature on regularization methods; see, for example, [43, 15, 17,
50, 48, 34, 8], among many others. See also [20] for the connections and
differences for a wide class of regularization methods in high dimensions,
and [33] for characterizations of the impacts of high dimensionality in finite
samples. For our implementation, we suggest to use the scaled Lasso method
proposed in [42]. We opt to work with this method for two main reasons.
First, scaled Lasso is a natural likelihood-based extension of the Lasso [43]
that is tuning free and admits efficient implementation; see (12) for details
about its tuning-free feature. The efficient implementation of scaled Lasso
greatly reduces the computational cost of ISEE. Second, as seen from (5), we
are interested in the prediction property (i.e., the estimation of ηA) instead
of the variable selection property (i.e., the estimation of CA) when fitting
(7). The sampling properties of scaled Lasso as revealed in [42] guarantee the
accuracy in estimating ΩA,A and ηA, and thus the scaled Lasso is sufficient
for our purpose. We also remark that alternatively one can also exploit
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regularization methods for multivariate linear regression models instead of
fitting one response at a time as in the scaled Lasso.
For each node j in the index set A, let us consider the univariate linear
regression model for responseXj, which is the jth column of the data matrix
X, given by the multivariate linear regression model (9)
(11) Xj = XAcβj +Ej,
where the (p − |A|)-dimensional vector βj is the column of the regression
coefficient matrix CA corresponding to node j and the n-dimensional error
vector Ej is the corresponding column of the error matrix EA. In model (11),
node j is regressed on all nodes in the complement set Ac. As mentioned
before, in contrast to the conventional setting, our object of interest now
is on the error vector Ej, instead of directly on the regression coefficient
vector βj . Thus we treat the regression coefficient vector βj as a nuisance
parameter, and estimate it along with the error standard deviation using
the penalized least squares with the scaled Lasso
(12) (β̂j, θ̂
1/2
j ) = arg min
β∈Rp−|A|, σ≥0
{
‖Xj −XAcβ‖
2
2
2nσ
+
σ
2
+ λ‖β∗‖1
}
,
where β∗ is the Hadamard (componentwise) product of two (p−|A|)-dimensional
vectors β and (n−1/2‖Xk‖2)k∈Ac with Xk the kth column of X, λ ≥ 0 is a
regularization parameter associated with the weighted L1-penalty, and ‖v‖q
denotes the Lq-norm of a given vector v for q ≥ 1. Here the minimizer
θ̂
1/2
j , which is over σ, provides an estimator of the error standard deviation
θ
1/2
j = var
1/2(ηj), where ηj is a component of ηA corresponding to node
j. The tuning-free feature of the scaled Lasso is entailed by the fact that
the theoretical choice of the regularization parameter λ = C{(2 log p)/n}1/2
with C > 1 some constant which can be made free of the noise level in
the linear regression model; see [42] for more details. Hereafter we fix such
a universal choice of λ for scaled Lasso in (12), and discuss an automatic
empirical choice for λ, which is indeed tuning free, in Section 5.1. The use of
the scale vector (n−1/2‖Xk‖2)k∈Ac amounts to rescaling each column of the
design matrix XAc to have L2-norm n
1/2, matching that of the constant co-
variate 1 for the intercept, which is standard in the studies for regularization
methods.
Based on the regression step, for each node j in the index set A we define
(13) Êj = Xj −XAcβ̂j and ÊA = (Êj)j∈A,
where β̂j is defined in (12) and ÊA is an n×|A| matrix consisting of columns
Êj with nodes j in the index set A. Clearly, the residual vector Êj is a natural
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estimate of the error vector Ej and thus ÊA is a natural estimate of the error
matrix EA. In view of (9) and (7), the |A|×|A| matrix n
−1Ê
T
AÊA is a natural
estimator of the error covariance matrix Ω−1A,A. This observation motivates
us to construct a natural estimator
(14) Ω̂A = (n
−1Ê
T
AÊA)
−1
for the principal submatrix ΩA,A of the precision matrix Ω given by the
index set A. These observations suggest a simple plug-in estimator ÊAΩ̂A
for the unobservable submatrix X˜A in (10).
When A ranges over a partition (Al)
L
l=1 of the index set {1, · · · , p}, the
ISEE estimates the oracle empirical matrix X˜ as the n× p matrix
(15) X̂ = (X̂Al)1≤l≤L,
where the submatrix of X̂ with columns in the index set Al is given by
X̂Al = ÊAlΩ̂Al as constructed before. Then the ISEE proceeds as follows:
a) (Recovery of graph) First calculate the initial ISEE estimator as the
sample covariance matrix
(16) Ω̂ISEE,ini = n
−1X̂
T
X̂.
Then for a given threshold τ ≥ 0, define
(17) Ω̂ISEE,g = Tτ (Ω̂ISEE,ini),
where Tτ (B) = (bjk1{|bjk |≥τ}) denotes the matrix B = (bjk) thresh-
olded at τ . Estimate the graphical structure E, the set of links, as
ÊISEE = supp(Ω̂ISEE,g).
b) (Estimation of link strength) For each link (j, k) in the recovered graph
ÊISEE with nodes j and k from different index sets Al’s, update the
corresponding entry of Ω̂ISEE,g as the off-diagonal entry of the 2 × 2
matrix Ω̂Al given in (14) with Al replaced by {j, k}. This yields a
refined sparse precision matrix estimator Ω̂ISEE for the link strength.
We refer to the former Ω̂ISEE,g as the ISEE estimator for the graph, and the
latter Ω̂ISEE as the ISEE estimator with refinement throughout the paper.
In particular, it is easy to see that the principal submatrix of the initial
ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini given by each index set Al is simply the matrix
Ω̂Al given in (14).
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The choice of the threshold τ in (17) is important for practical implemen-
tation. We adapt the cross-validation method proposed in [2, 3] for large
covariance matrix estimation. Specifically, we randomly split the sample of
n rows of the estimated oracle empirical matrix X̂ into two subsamples of
sizes n1 and n2, and repeat this N1 times. Denote by Ω̂
1,ν
ISEE,ini and Ω̂
2,ν
ISEE,ini
the corresponding sample covariance matrices as defined in (16) based on
these two subsamples, respectively, for the νth split. The threshold τ can be
chosen to minimize
(18) R(τ) = N−11
N1∑
ν=1
∥∥∥Tτ (Ω̂1,νISEE,ini)− Ω̂2,νISEE,ini∥∥∥2 ,
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Frobenius norm of a given matrix.
2.4. Comparisons with existing methods. The ISEE is closely related to
the methods of precision matrix estimation proposed in [39] and [46] in that
all three methods are rooted in the regression formulation (7). For each
1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ p, the ANT method in [39] estimates the (j, k)-entry of Ω
using the off-diagonal entry of Ω̂A defined in (14) with A = {j, k}. Thus
ANT needs to conduct O(p2) scaled Lasso regressions and can become more
computationally expensive for large p. Based on the observation that the jth
column of Ω can be written as (ΩA,A,−ΩA,AC
T
A)
T with A = {j} and CA
defined in (7), [46] proposed to exploit the Danzig selector [8] to estimate CA
and used a similar method as in ISEE to estimate ΩA,A. So it is seen that
both ISEE and ANT rely on the residual vector in the regression model (7),
while the method in [46] relies on both the residual vector and the regression
coefficient vector CA whose estimation can suffer from the bias issue related
to the Dantzig selector. In addition, the method in [46] requires to select a
tuning parameter for each node and is thus more demanding in tuning.
The ISEE is also related to the neighborhood selection method in [36] and
joint estimation method in [37] in the sense that all methods estimate the
graph via Lasso-type regressions. The main difference between the methods
in [36] and [37] is that the former conducts p nodewise Lasso regressions for
graph recovery and needs tuning parameter selection for each node, while the
latter exploits a single joint Lasso regression for precision matrix estimation
with only one tuning parameter. Both methods in [36] and [37] require the
irrepresentable-type condition for consistent graph recovery which can be-
come stringent in large precision matrix estimation. The Lasso regularization
for precision matrix estimation has also been exploited in [49], who proposed
a Lasso penalized D-trace procedure in which the Lasso penalty is applied
to a new quadratic loss with a positive-definiteness constraint. As a result,
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the obtained estimator enjoys the nice property of positive definiteness. The
sparse recovery property was also established under the irrepresentable-type
condition.
The CLIME [5] is another popularly used method for precision matrix
estimation. It estimates the graphical structure node by node using a Dantzig
selector type procedure. For each node, a tuning parameter needs to be
selected. As pointed out in [39], in order to ensure consistency in graph
recovery CLIME needs an additional threshold that depends on the L1-norm
of the true precision matrix Ω, which is unknown and can be large.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the penalized likelihood (e.g., [47, 22,
13, 38]) is a group of widely used methods for precision matrix estimation.
In general, these methods are not scalable due to the complexity of the
likelihood function. Thus they can be computationally expensive when the
scale of the problem becomes large.
In summary, compared to those existing methods, the ISEE enjoys easy
tuning and is scalable. As shown later in Section 3, it also has nice asymptotic
properties under mild regularity conditions. We will also provide numerical
comparisons of ISEE with some popularly used methods in Section 5.
2.5. Computation. In the new era of big data, designing procedures with
scalability is key to powering contemporary applications. The ISEE method
is naturally scalable since the main computational cost comes from the con-
struction of the estimate X̂ for the oracle empirical matrix X˜. Such an
n×p matrix is constructed by running p penalized linear regression fittings.
These univariate response problems and the use of different permutations
of the set of nodes {1, · · · , p}, which can help boost the power of detect-
ing important links, are perfect for parallel and distributed computing. The
nodes j in the same index set A can be allocated to a common processor.
These computational advantages of ISEE make it ideal for cloud computing
which becomes more prevalent nowadays, and thus appealing for uncovering
ultra-large sparse graphs with big data.
3. Asymptotic efficiency of innovated scalable efficient estima-
tion.
3.1. Technical conditions. For the technical analysis, we focus on the
class of K-sparse Gaussian graphs with spectrum constraint
(19) G(M,K) =
{
Ω :
each row has at most K nonzero off-diagonal
entries and M−1 ≤ λmin(Ω) ≤ λmax(Ω) ≤M
}
,
whereK is some positive integer that can grow with dimensionality p,M ≥ 1
is some constant, and λmin(·) and λmax(·) denote the smallest and largest
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eigenvalues of a given symmetric matrix, respectively. For each graph in
class (19), the number of links for each node is bounded by K from above
and the precision matrix Ω has bounded spectrum. A generalized concept
of sparsity is considered in [39] to allow for the case when a portion of the
links can be weak, that is, close to zero but not exactly zero. To simplify
the technical presentation, we content ourselves with the class of K-sparse
Gaussian graphs. For notational simplicity, all rates of convergence involving
log p and probability bounds involving p are understood implicitly with p
regarded as max(p, n). For each index set S ⊂ {1, · · · , p}, denote by uS and
uSc the subvectors of u ∈ R
p with components in S and its complement Sc,
respectively.
Condition 1. The Gaussian graph (1) belongs to class G(M,K) with
K ≤ c0n/(log p) for some sufficiently small constant c0 > 0, the parti-
tion (Al)
L
l=1 satisfies 1 ≤ minl |Al| ≤ maxl |Al| = O(1), and λ = (1 +
ε){2δ(log p)/n}1/2 = o(1) for any constants δ ≥ 2 and ε > 0.
Condition 2. There exist some constants 0 ≤ α ≤ 1/2 and ξ > 1 such
that the L∞-norm cone invertibility factor
(20) F∞ = inf
{
‖Σu‖∞
‖u‖∞
:
‖uSc‖1 ≤ ξ‖uS‖1 6= 0 for some
S ⊂ {1, · · · , p} with |S| ≤ O(K)
}
of the covariance matrix Σ = Ω−1 satisfies F−1∞ = O(K
α).
Proposition 1. For any Ω ∈ G(M,K), it holds that inf{‖Σu‖∞/‖u‖∞ :
u 6= 0} ≥ (K + 1)−1/2M−1 with Σ = Ω−1.
Condition 1 assumes the sparsity of the precision matrix and imposes an
upper bound on the sparsity level K. The assumption of maxl |Al| = O(1) is
made to simplify the technical presentation and can be relaxed. Condition
2 puts a constraint on the cone invertibility factor F∞. Proposition 1 above
shows that the constant α in Condition 2 is indeed bounded from above
by 1/2. See, for example, [45] and [42] for more discussions on the cone
invertibility factors under various norms. We remark that only Conditions
1 and 2 are needed for the theoretical development of ISEE approach alone.
3.2. Main results. Our first theorem establishes the entrywise infinity
norm estimation bound for the initial ISEE estimator.
Theorem 1. Assume that Conditions 1–2 hold and K1+αλ = o(1). Then
with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one the initial ISEE estimator
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Ω̂ISEE,ini in (16) satisfies that
(21)
∥∥∥Ω̂ISEE,ini −Ω∥∥∥
∞
= O (Kαλ) ,
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the entrywise L∞-norm of a given matrix.
From the proof of Theorem 1 we see that the rate of convergence for the
initial ISEE estimator is the maximum of two components O{max(Kλ2, λ)}
and O(Kαλ), corresponding to the block-diagonal and off-block-diagonal
entries of Ω̂ISEE,ini, respectively. Note that the block-diagonal entries are
estimated directly from (14), while most of the off-block-diagonal ones are
estimated from the cross product terms n−1X̂
T
Ak
X̂Al with k 6= l. The differ-
ence in the two estimation procedures results in the difference in two rates
of convergence. Since it is assumed in Theorem 1 that K1+αλ = o(1) with
α ≥ 0, the rate of convergence O(Kαλ) dominates that of O{max(Kλ2, λ)},
meaning that the block-diagonal entries are generally estimated more accu-
rately than the off-block-diagonal ones.
As introduced in Section 2.3, we apply thresholding to obtain the ISEE
estimator for the graph Ω̂ISEE,g defined in (17). For each identified link
(j, k) in the recovered graph ÊISEE = supp(Ω̂ISEE,g), the ISEE estimator
with refinement Ω̂ISEE updates its corresponding entry as the off-diagonal
entry of the 2× 2 matrix Ω̂Al given in (14) with Al = {j, k}. The following
theorem shows that both sparse precision matrix estimators Ω̂ISEE,g and
Ω̂ISEE enjoy nice asymptotic properties.
Theorem 2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and ω0 =
min{|ωjk| : (j, k) ∈ supp(Ω)} ≥ ω
∗
0 = CK
αλ with C > 0 some sufficiently
large constant. Then with probability 1− o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one, it holds
simultaneously that
a) (Graph recovery) supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) = supp(Ω) for any τ ∈ [cω
∗
0 , ω0−cω
∗
0]
with 0 < c < 1/2 some constant;
b) (Graph screening) supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) for threshold τ chosen by
cross-validation (18) with n1/n2 bounded away from 0 and ∞;
c) (Efficient estimation)
(22)
∥∥∥Ω̂ISEE −Ω∥∥∥
∞
= O (λ) .
The first part of results in Theorem 2 is more of theoretical interest since
the quantities ω0 and ω
∗
0 are generally unknown in practice. The second
part provides a theoretical backup for a fast practical approach to choosing
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threshold in large graph screening. Comparing (22) to (21), it is seen that
ISEE with refinement has an improved rate of convergence for precision
matrix estimation when α > 0. Such an improvement occurs because the
off-block-diagonal entries are estimated more accurately in the refinement
step. We remark that the bound in (22) is obtained as O{max(Kλ2, λ)}
which becomes O(λ) since K1+αλ = o(1) and α ≥ 0.
3.3. A bias corrected initial ISEE estimator. A comparison of the rates
of convergence in Theorems 1 and 2 shows that the initial ISEE estimator is
generally biased when α > 0. As mentioned in the discussion after Theorem
1, such a bias stems from the estimation of the off-block-diagonal entries
of the precision matrix Ω using the cross product terms n−1X̂
T
Ak
X̂Al with
k 6= l. Motivated by the technical analysis of the initial ISEE estimator
Ω̂ISEE,ini, we now define a bias corrected initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini as
(23)
(
Ω̂ISEE,cini
)
Al,Al
=
(
Ω̂ISEE,ini
)
Al,Al
and
(24)
(
Ω̂ISEE,cini
)
Al,Am
= −
[(
Ω̂ISEE,ini
)
Al,Am
+ Ĉ
Am
Al
Ω̂Al + Ĉ
Al
AmΩ̂Am
]
for each 1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ L, where ĈAl = (β̂j,l)j∈Al represents a (p−|Al|)×|Al|
matrix of estimated regression coefficients with β̂j,l as defined in (12), Ĉ
Am
Al
denotes a submatrix of ĈAl consisting of rows with indices in Am, and Ω̂Al
is given in (14). The following theorem shows that such a bias corrected
precision matrix estimator indeed admits improved rate of convergence.
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the bias corrected ini-
tial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini in (23)–(24) satisfies with probability 1 −
o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one that
(25)
∥∥∥Ω̂ISEE,cini −Ω∥∥∥
∞
= O (λ) ,
and graph recovery consistency in part a of Theorem 2, with Ω̂ISEE,g =
Tτ (Ω̂ISEE,cini) and ω
∗
0 = Cλ for some sufficiently large constant C > 0.
In light of Theorems 1–3, we see that both the ISEE estimator with refine-
ment Ω̂ISEE and the bias corrected initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini enjoy
the same rate of convergence which is generally faster than that for the ini-
tial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini when α > 0. We remark that our bias corrected
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initial ISEE estimator for the case of |Al| = 1 for each 1 ≤ l ≤ L shares
similar flavor to the bias corrected test statistics introduced in [32] for false
discovery rate control in Gaussian graphical model estimation. In addition
to the consistency result in Theorem 3, we can further show that the esti-
mates for zero entries of the precision matrix Ω can enjoy the asymptotic
normality as in [32]. Due to space limitation, we do not pursue that direction
in our current paper.
4. Applications of innovated scalable efficient estimation. As a
byproduct, the ISEE procedure also provides a fast approach to estimating
the innovated transformation (3), which is key to methods such as the ideas
of multiple testing using the innovated higher criticism in [23], the optimal
classification in sparse Gaussian graphic models in [18], and the interaction
screening in high-dimensional quadratic discriminant analysis in [19]. With
the aid of ISEE, these methods can be more effectively and efficiently applied
for the analysis of big data. We next discuss some additional applications of
ISEE.
4.1. Dimension reduction. Dimension reduction facilitates greatly large-
scale data analysis by effectively reducing the intrinsic dimensions of the
feature space. Among all dimension reduction approaches, the sliced inverse
regression (SIR) [31] has been widely used. The SIR is based on the model
(26) Y = m(βT1 x, · · · ,β
T
K0x, ε),
where Y is the response variable, x is a p-dimensional covariate vector,
β1, · · · ,βK0 are unknown projection vectors with 1 ≤ K0 < p an unknown
integer, m : RK0+1 → R is an unknown function, and ε is the noise random
variable with E(ε|x) = 0. SIR aims at estimating the effective dimension
reduction (EDR) space spanned by the EDR directions βk’s [31, 24]. The
SIR algorithm begins with standardizing the covariate vectors by centering
and rescaling using the square-root precision matrix Ω1/2 of covariates, and
produces an estimate of the EDR directions by multiplying the constructed
eigenvectors by the same matrix.
The square-root precision matrix of covariates used in the SIR algorithm
can be difficult and computationally expensive to estimate when p is much
larger than n. This problem can be resolved using the innovated trans-
formation x˜ = Ωx. Observe that by Theorem 3.1 in [31], the covariance
matrix of E(x˜|Y ) is degenerate in any direction orthogonal to the linear
subspace spanned by the K0 vectors cov(x˜)Σβk = ΩΣβk = βk, by noting
that Σβk are the EDR directions for the transformed data x˜1, · · · , x˜n. This
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suggests that the original EDR directions βk’s can be obtained by calcu-
lating the eigenvectors of cov{E(x˜|Y )}. Since the oracle empirical matrix
X˜ = (x˜1, · · · , x˜n)
T can be estimated effectively and efficiently using the
idea of ISEE, cov{E(x˜|Y )} can be estimated easily and thus this alternative
approach greatly reduces the computational cost of large-scale dimension
reduction using SIR.
4.2. Portfolio management. The precision matrix also plays an pivotal
role in optimal portfolio allocation. Let yi = µ+xi be the return vector of p
assets at time i, where µ ∈ Rp is the vector of mean returns of the p assets.
Then Σ = Ω−1 is the covariance matrix of these p assets. Markowitz’s mean-
variance optimal portfolio [35] is defined as the solution to the following
minimization problem:
(27) min
ξ∈Rp
ξTΩ−1ξ subject to ξT1 = 1 and ξTµ = γ,
where 1 is a p-vector of ones and γ > 0 is the targeted return imposed on
the portfolio ξ. It is well known that Markowitz’s optimal portfolio admits
an explicit solution
ξopt =
d1 − γd2
d3d1 − d22
Ω1+
γd3 − d2
d3d1 − d22
Ωµ,
where d1 = µ
TΩµ, d2 = 1
TΩµ, and d3 = 1
TΩ1. With the ISEE estimate of
the precision matrix Ω, the optimal portfolio from a large number of assets
can be easily constructed.
4.3. Multiple testing, feature screening, and simultaneous confidence in-
tervals. Testing the significance of coefficients in a regression model is of
particular importance in high dimensions, where feature selection is of in-
terest in many applications. For simplicity, consider the linear regression
model
(28) y = Xβ + ε,
where y is an n-vector of response, β = (β1, · · · , βp)
T is a p-vector of regres-
sion coefficients, and ε is an n-vector of i.i.d. random error with variance
σ2. There is a large literature on multiple testing with the false discovery
rate (FDR) control [1]. It has been a convention to consider p marginal
regression models and test each of the p marginal regression coefficients is
equal to zero simultaneously. For example, [14] proposed the PFA method
for high-dimensional multiple testing where the test statistics can have an
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arbitrary dependence structure. In contrast to testing the marginal effects
of covariates, it is also interesting to test their joint effects
(29) H0j : βj = 0 versus H1j : βj 6= 0, j = 1, · · · , p.
With the aid of the innovated transformation (3), the multiple testing
problem (29) can be reduced to the scenario of marginal regression models
linking the response and each of the p innovated covariates. To see this, note
that
(30) n−1X˜
T
y = n−1ΩXTy = β + ε˜,
where X˜ = XΩ is the oracle empirical matrix and ε˜ = −(Ip−n
−1ΩXTX)β+
n−1ΩXTε. Observe that n−1XTX is the sample estimate of the covariance
matrix Σ = Ω−1. Thus intuitively Ip − n
−1ΩXTX can be of a small or-
der and thus the first term of ε˜ can also be of a small order. Similarly
the second term n−1ΩXTε has mean 0 and conditional covariance matrix
cov(n−1ΩXTε|X) = n−2σ2ΩXXTΩ which can be in the order of n−1σ2Ω.
Therefore, ε˜ can be treated similarly as a random error vector. The empiri-
cal version of (30) can be obtained by substituting X˜ with the estimate X̂
in (15). The use of the innovated transformation has also been discussed
in [28] to improve the performance of multiple testing using the correlation
structure.
Feature screening with independence learning has been popularly used in
both regression and classification problems. See, for example, [11, 25, 16],
among many others. Intuitively, it is natural and appealing to exploit the
joint information among the covariates. The innovated features given by the
ISEE estimator pool such joint information and provide new features that
can be used for ranking the importance of original features, as elucidated
in (30). With the representation (30), one can also construct simultaneous
confidence intervals for the p regression coefficients βj ’s using asymptotic
distributions or the bootstrap [10].
5. Numerical Studies.
5.1. Implementation of ISEE. When implementing ISEE, we choose the
regularization parameter λ in scaled Lasso following the suggestion of [39];
that is, we fix λ to be B/(n−1+B2)1/2, where B = tq(1−n1/2/(2p log p), n−
1) with tq(α,m) the αth quantile of a t-distribution with m degrees of free-
dom. The threshold τ is chosen adaptively using the random split method
described in Section 2.3. In both our simulation study and real data analy-
sis, we use 90% of the sample to calculate Ω̂1,νISEE,ini and remaining 10% to
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calculate Ω̂2,νISEE,ini, and then select τ from a grid of 20 values by minimizing
the criterion (18) with the number of random splits set to N1 = 5. Although
the change in the computational cost of ISEE is negligible for a larger value
of N1 as discussed before, our choice of N1 works well in empirical studies.
In our numerical studies, we observe that the ISEE estimator for the graph
Ω̂ISEE,g calculated using the above way of tuning tends to have the number of
false positives very close to zero, while the number of false negatives, which
can also be close to zero, tends to be slightly larger than the number of false
positives. Since the first step of ISEE focuses on recovering the underlying
graph, the sure screening property, that is, zero false negative and low false
positives with significant probability, is desirable for this step. To reduce
the number of false negatives, we borrow idea from the Bonferroni method.
Specifically, we first randomly permute the columns of the n×p data matrix
X, then apply ISEE to the permuted data matrix to construct a sparse
precision matrix estimator, and finally permute this sparse estimator back to
obtain an estimate Ω̂piISEE,g of the original precision matrix, where pi denotes
the corresponding permutation of {1, · · · , p} used in the estimate. We repeat
this procedure N2 times and construct the final estimate for the set of links
of the graph as the union of supp(Ω̂piISEE,g) over all N2 permutations. For
each identified link (j, k), we average all the nonzero estimates of ωjk over
the N2 repetitions to construct its final estimate. Although this permutation
method adds to the computational cost of ISEE, it reduces the number of
false negatives in all our settings. Moreover, thanks to the efficiency of ISEE
for each fixed permutation the computational cost of our procedure is still
much lower than those of other comparison methods even after we include
this additional step.
We finally remark that in the simulation study, for a fair comparison
with other methods ISEE is implemented without the refinement step. Thus
the ISEE estimator in our simulation examples refers to Ω̂ISEE,g with the
aforementioned way of tuning.
5.2. Simulation examples.
5.2.1. Simulation example 1. We start with a simulation example de-
signed to compare the computational cost and accuracy of ISEE with some
popularly used methods. We generate the precision matrix Ω in two steps.
First, we produce a band matrixΩ0 with diagonal entries being one,Ω0(i, i+
1) = Ω0(i+ 1, i) = 0.5 for i = 1, · · · , p− 1, and all other entries being zero.
Second, we randomly permute the rows and columns of Ω0 to obtain the
precision matrix Ω. Thus in general, the final precision matrix Ω no longer
has the band structure. We then sample the rows of the n × p data matrix
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X as i.i.d. copies from the multivariate Gaussian distribution N(0,Ω−1).
Throughout the simulation, we fix the sample size n = 200 and consider a
range of dimensionality p.
The methods for comparison include the Glasso [22], CLIME [5], and
ANT [39]. To implement Glasso and CLIME, we use the R packages glasso
and scio, respectively. Both Glasso and CLIME have one tuning parameter,
which is selected using fivefold cross-validation from a grid of 10 values. The
ANT is implemented using the R package ConditionalGGM with the tuning
parameters set to the default values, and is thus tuning free. Our ISEE
approach is implemented in the way described in Section 5.1.
We generate 50 data sets. For each data set, we run the four compari-
son methods on a PC with 8GB ram and Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2500 CPU
(3.30GHz). For each method in each repetition, the CPU time (in seconds)
of obtaining a sparse precision matrix estimator is recorded. Three addi-
tional performance measures: the true positive rate (TPR), false positive
rate (FPR), and estimation error under the Frobenius norm are also calcu-
lated. Here, the TPR and FPR are defined as
TPR =
# of correctly identified edges
# of identified edges in total
,
FPR =
# of falsely identified edges
# of identified nonedges in total
,
respectively.
The comparison results are summarized in Figure 1, with the x-axis in-
dicating dimensionality p and y-axis showing the mean values of different
performance measures over 50 repetitions. To make it easier to view, CPU
time (top left) and estimation error under the Frobenius norm (bottom
right) are both plotted under the common logarithmic scale. Due to high
computational cost, the largest values of p in our simulation for Glasso,
CLIME, and ANT are 250, 500, and 100, respectively. It is seen that ISEE
is computationally much more efficient than all other methods. CLIME is
the second best in terms of CPU time. When p = 500, ISEE is about 70
times faster than CLIME on average. Moreover, the accuracy of ISEE in
support recovery and estimation is also among the best.
5.2.2. Simulation example 2. We now test the performance of ISEE in
larger scales. We generate the precision matrix in two steps. First, we cre-
ate a block-diagonal matrix Ω0 whose diagonal blocks are matrices of size
20. The diagonal entries of Ω0 are all equal to one. For each of the block
matrix, the off-diagonal entries take value 0.5 with probability 0.3 and value
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Fig 1. Comparisons of ISEE (marked as “1”), Glasso (marked as “2”), CLIME (marked
as “3”), and ANT (marked as “4”) in simulation example 1. Top left: the common log-
arithm of CPU time as a function of dimensionality p; Top right: TPR as a function
of dimensionality p; Bottom left: FPR as a function of dimensionality p; Bottom right:
the common logarithm of estimation error under the Frobenius norm as a function of
dimensionality p.
0 with probability 0.7. Since the matrix generated in this way may not be
symmetric or positive definite, we first symmetrize it by forcing the lower
triangular matrix to equal the upper triangular matrix, and then add a di-
agonal matrix cI20 for some quantity c to make the smallest eigenvalue of
each block matrix equal to 0.1, where I20 denotes an identity matrix of size
20. It is worth mentioning that in our example, the diagonal block matrices
are generated independently of each other and are thus generally different.
Second, we randomly permute the rows and columns of Ω0 to construct
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Table 1
Performance of ISEE in simulation example 2.
p Frob TPR FPR CPU Time
1000 Mean 3206.09 0.96799 0.05005 649.588
SE 2.24128 0.00030 0.00006 0.70461
2000 Mean 7272.65 0.95867 0.03344 2287.34
SE 3.42452 0.00023 0.00003 1.47541
the final precision matrix Ω. Thus, our true precision matrix Ω no longer
has the block-diagonal structure. We consider two settings of dimensionality
p = 1000 and 2000, with the same sample size n as in simulation example 1.
The same performance measures as in simulation example 1 are employed
to evaluate the performance of ISEE. The means and standard errors over
100 repetitions are presented in Table 1, with Frob representing estimation
error under the Frobenius norm. It is seen that even for these very large
precision matrices, ISEE is still computationally efficient and performs well
in graph recovery.
5.3. Real data analysis. We finally evaluate the performance of ISEE on
a breast cancer data set analyzed in [26]. This data set consists of 22,283
gene expression levels of 130 breast cancer patients, among whom 33 patients
had pathological complete response (pCR) and the remaining did not achieve
pCR. Here, pCR is defined as no evidence of viable, invasive tumor cells left
in the surgical specimen, and thus has been regarded as a strong indicator
of survival.
This breast cancer data set has been used in [5] and [13] to evaluate the
accuracy of precision matrix estimation methods. We follow the steps therein
to demonstrate the performance of ISEE. For completeness, we briefly list
the data analysis procedure here. We first randomly split the data into train-
ing and test sets of sizes 109 and 21, respectively. Since the two classes have
unbalanced sample size, a stratified sampling is used with 16 subjects ran-
domly selected from pCR class and 5 subjects randomly selected from the
other class to form the test set; the remaining subjects are used as the train-
ing set. Based on the training set, we conduct a two sample t-test and select
the most significant p = 400 genes with the smallest p-values. We remark
that both [5] and [13] kept only the most significant 110 genes. Thanks to the
scalability of ISEE, we are able to deal with much larger precision matrix.
We next conduct a gene-wise standardization by dividing the data matrix by
the corresponding standard deviations. Then we estimate the p×p precision
matrix Ω using the ISEE approach based on the training set, and construct
the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) rule on the test set. The LDA as-
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sumes that both classes have Gaussian distributions N(µk,Ω
−1) with differ-
ent mean vectors µ1,µ2 and a common covariance matrix Σ = Ω
−1. With
the ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE of the precision matrix, the discriminant function
takes the form
(31) L(x) = (xT − µ¯)Ω̂ISEEµ̂+ log(n1/n2),
where µ¯ = (µ̂1+ µ̂2)/2 and µ̂ = µ̂1− µ̂2 with µ̂k, k = 1, 2, the sample mean
vectors, and n1 and n2 are the training sample sizes from classes 1 (pCR)
and 2, respectively. For a new observation vector x, LDA assigns it to class
1 if L(x) > 0 and to class 2 otherwise. Such a procedure is repeated 100
times.
As pointed out and done in [5], an additional refit step may improve the
accuracy of precision matrix estimation. We follow their suggestion and ex-
ploit a refitted ISEE estimator in calculating (31). There are different ways
to refit the ISEE estimator. One option is the ISEE estimator with refine-
ment described in Section 2.3. This approach of refitting can potentially
suffer from growing computational cost for less sparse precision matrices.
In our application, we adopt the refitting procedure described in [18]. The
main idea is to refit the ISEE estimator for the graph column by column
after obtaining the support. Taking the first column as an example, ideally
we would like to have
(32) Σ̂Ω̂(, 1) = e1,
where Σ̂ is the sample covariance matrix, Ω̂(, 1) denotes the first column of
a precision matrix estimator Ω̂, and e1 is a p-vector with one in the first
component and zero otherwise. Denote by S = supp{Ω̂(, 1)} the recovered
support of the first column. Then it follows from (32) that
(33) Σ̂S,SΩ̂S,S(, 1) = e1,S .
Thus we can refit on the support S by inverting the principal submatrix
Σ̂S,S and taking out the first column, that is, (Σ̂S,S)
−1e1,S . Recall that in
this paper, we consider the class of sparse precision matrices G(M,K) with
K = O{n/(log p)}. As guaranteed by Theorem 2, ISEE enjoys nice graph
recovery property and thus the size of the support S can be much smaller
than the sample size n with significant probability. So generally the inverse
of the matrix Σ̂S,S can be obtained efficiently. Nevertheless, to enhance
stability in real applications we suggest the use of the generalized inverse of
matrix Σ̂S,S if |S| is close to or exceeds n.
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To evaluate the performance of classification rule (31), we consider three
measures: the specificity, sensitivity, and Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC) which are defined as
Specificity =
TN
TN+ FP
, Sensitivity =
TP
TP+ FN
,(34)
MCC =
TP× TN− FP× FN√
(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)
with the TP, TN, FP, and FN representing the true positives (pCR), true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. For each of these
three measures, the larger the value the better the classification performance.
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Fig 2. The classification results on breast cancer data with the x-axis representing the
number of nonzero components in two-class mean difference estimate Tτ (µ̂).
As demonstrated in [11], feature selection can be crucial in high-dimensional
classification since otherwise the noise accumulation caused by estimating a
large number of parameters can dominate the signal and thus deteriorate the
classification power. The same phenomenon is observed in our study here.
When estimating the two class mean difference vector µ1−µ2, we incorpo-
rate the feature selection component using the thresholded estimator Tτ (µ̂)
defined similarly as in (17). As the value of the threshold τ decreases, the
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number of nonzero components in Tτ (µ̂) varies from 1 to p. Figure 2 reports
the three measures defined in (34) as functions of threshold τ . To ease the
presentation, we relabel the x-axis as the number of nonzero components
in Tτ (µ̂). The solid curves are the mean values across 100 repetitions and
the dotted curves around them are one standard error away from the mean
curves pointwise.
The maximum value of MCC, which is 0.540, is achieved when 253 genes
are used in LDA, and the corresponding standard error is 0.020. The val-
ues of MCC reported in [5] and [13] are 0.506 and 0.402, respectively, with
standard error both equal to 0.020, when using only the 110 most significant
genes. Our results show that using a larger number of genes and taking into
account their correlation structure have potential to improve the classifica-
tion results. The specificity and sensitivity reported in [13] are 0.794 (0.098)
and 0.634 (0.220), respectively, with standard errors in parentheses, while
the corresponding ones reported in [5] are 0.749 (0.005) and 0.806 (0.017),
respectively. Comparing these results to Figure 2, it is seen that we have
much improved specificity and comparable sensitivity over a large region of
the threshold level τ .
6. Discussions. In this paper we have introduced a new method ISEE
for efficient estimation of ultra-large Gaussian graphs. Thanks to its scala-
bility, ISEE provides an effective way of uncovering large sparse graphs with
big data. The suggested method is ideal for parallel and distributed comput-
ing and cloud computing and has been shown to enjoy appealing theoretical
properties. Both computational and theoretical advantages of ISEE have
been demonstrated with empirical studies. The ISEE can further scale up
along with the use of the SIS or ISIS in [16]; see Section B of Supplemen-
tary Material for detailed descriptions of such an extension as well as its
theoretical properties.
It would be of interest to study several extensions of ISEE to different
settings in future studies. For example, the idea of ISEE can be extended to
the setting of large-scale multiple graphs comparison and estimation. Aided
by ISEE, one can estimate each graph individually and then conduct multi-
ple testing to detect the difference and similarity of these graphs. Another
possible extension of ISEE is the estimation of large latent variable Gaussian
graphical models, where only a subset of the nodes are observable in practice.
It is also interesting to extend ISEE to the estimation of large nonparanor-
mal graphical models, where the original graph for the p-variate random
vector x is non-normal, but under some unknown nonlinear transformation
f : Rp → Rp, f(x) becomes a normal random vector.
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As discussed in Section 4, ISEE can be applied to such applications as
dimension reduction; portfolio management; and multiple testing, feature
screening, and simultaneous confidence intervals. It is interesting to investi-
gate the performance of ISEE in these applications which demands future
studies.
APPENDIX A: PROOFS OF SOME MAIN RESULTS
We provide the proofs of Theorems 1–2 in this appendix. The proofs of
Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 and additional technical details are included
in the Supplementary Material.
A.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout the proof we condition on the
event E defined in (A.40), with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one,
on which the bounds (A.23)–(A.25) hold simultaneously and uniformly over
all nodes j in the index sets Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and the entrywise L∞-norm
bounds in (A.38) hold uniformly as well. Observe that in view of (13)–(14)
and (15)–(16), it is easy to see that the principal submatrix of the initial
ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini, which is the sample covariance matrix n
−1X̂
T
X̂,
given by each index set Al is simply the matrix Ω̂Al given in (14). Thus the
uniform entrywise L∞-norm bound (A.29) in Lemma 2 yields the bound
(35) ‖n−1X̂
T
Al
X̂Al −ΩAl‖∞ ≤ O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
uniformly over the L blocks of principal submatrices of Ω̂ISEE,ini correspond-
ing to the index sets Al.
It remains to show that for each pair of index sets (Al, Am) with l 6= m,
we have
(36)
∥∥∥n−1X̂TAlX̂Am∥∥∥∞ = O {max (Kλ2,Kαλ)} .
In light of (10)–(15) and (A.30), we have the following decomposition of the
matrix
X̂Al = EAlΩAl +EAl
(
Ω̂Al −ΩAl
)
−XAc
l
(
ĈAl −CAl
)
Ω̂Al(37)
= X˜Al +EAl
(
Ω̂Al −ΩAl
)
−XAc
l
(
ĈAl −CAl
)
Ω̂Al,
where ĈAl = (β̂j,l)j∈Al denotes a (p − |Al|) × |Al| matrix of estimated re-
gression coefficients. It follows from (37) that
(38) n−1X̂
T
Al
X̂Am = η1 + η2 + η3 + η4,
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where the first term is η1 = n
−1X˜
T
Al
X˜Am , the second and third terms
are η2 = n
−1X˜
T
Al
[EAm(Ω̂Am − ΩAm) −XAcm(ĈAm − CAm)Ω̂Am ] and η3 =
n−1[EAl(Ω̂Al − ΩAl) − XAcl (ĈAl − CAl)Ω̂Al ]
T X˜Am , and the last term is
η4 = n
−1[EAl(Ω̂Al − ΩAl) − XAcl (ĈAl − CAl)Ω̂Al ]
T [EAm(Ω̂Am − ΩAm) −
XAcm(ĈAm −CAm)Ω̂Am ]. We will analyze these four terms separately.
Part 1. We start with the second and third terms η2 and η3. Since X˜Al =
EAlΩAl , we can rewrite η2 as
η2 = n
−1ΩTAlE
T
Al
[
EAm
(
Ω̂Am −ΩAm
)
−XAcm
(
ĈAm −CAm
)
Ω̂Am
]
(39)
= D1 −D2,
where D1 = Ω
T
Al
(n−1ETAlEAm)(Ω̂Am −ΩAm) and D2 = Ω
T
Al
(n−1XTAcmEAl)
T
· (ĈAm −CAm)Ω̂Am. Note that the error matrices EAl and EAm with l 6= m
are independent of each other and thus the mean of the random matrix
n−1ETAlEAm is 0. So the same concentration bound as in (A.34) applies with
ξ1 replaced by n
−1ETAlEAm . Taking t = [(δ+1)(log p)/(cn)]
1/2 in (A.34) and
applying Bonferroni’s inequality over 1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ L lead to
(40) P (E3) ≥ 1− p
2 · O(e−cnt
2
) = 1−O
{
p−(δ−1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where the event E3 is defined as
(41) E3 =
{
max
1≤l 6=m≤L
∥∥n−1ETAlEAm∥∥∞ ≤ t = O(λ)} .
From now on, we condition on the event E ∩ E3, which has the same asymp-
totic probability bound as E in view of (A.39) and (40). As shown in the
proof of Lemma 2, it holds that ‖ΩAl‖∞ = O(1) and ‖Ω̂Al‖∞ = O(1). Thus
on the event E ∩ E3, we have
(42) ‖D1‖∞ = O
{
λmax
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
in view of (41) and (A.29).
For the second term D2 in (39), consider the |Al| × |Am| matrix
(43) F = (n−1XTAcmEAl)
T (ĈAm −CAm) = F1 + F2,
where F1 and F2 are defined through matrix multiplication by taking the
rows of n−1XTAcmEAl and ĈAm −CAm from nodes in index sets A
c
m∩A
c
l and
Al, respectively. In view of (A.25) and (A.23), we have
(44) ‖F1‖∞ ≤ O(λ) ·O(Kλ) = O(Kλ
2).
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Denote by F3 the |Al| × |Am| submatrix of ĈAm − CAm given by rows
corresponding to nodes in Al. By Lemma 3, Theorem 3 of [45] applies to
show that
(45) P (E4) = 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where E4 = {maxj∈Al,1≤l≤L ‖β̂j,l − βj,l‖∞ = O(K
αλ)}. In view of (7)–(9),
using similar arguments to those for proving (A.35) with t chosen to be
[δ(log p)/(cn)]1/2 leads to
(46) P (E5) = 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where E5 = {max1≤l≤L ‖n
−1XTAlEAl −Ω
−1
Al
‖∞ ≤ O(λ)}.
Hereafter we condition on the event E ∩ (∩3≤i≤5Ei), which has the same
asymptotic probability bound as E in view of (A.39), (40), and (45)–(46).
On this new event, it follows from (45)–(46) and the fact of ‖Ω−1Al ‖∞ = O(1)
that
(47) ‖F2‖∞ =
∥∥∥(n−1XTAlEAl)T F3∥∥∥∞ ≤ O(1) · O(Kαλ) = O(Kαλ).
Combining (43)–(44) and (47) together with the facts of ‖ΩAl‖∞ = O(1)
and ‖Ω̂Am‖∞ = O(1) gives
(48) ‖D2‖∞ = O
{
max
(
Kλ2,Kαλ
)}
.
Since ηT3 shares the same form as η2, putting (39), (42), and (48) together
yields
P
{
max
1≤l 6=m≤L
max(‖η2‖∞, ‖η3‖∞) ≤ O
{
max
(
Kλ2,Kαλ
)}}
(49)
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
Part 2. We next consider the fourth term η4. Let us decompose it into
four terms as
(50) η4 = G1 −G2 −G3 +G4,
where the first term is G1 = n
−1(Ω̂Al − ΩAl)E
T
Al
EAm(Ω̂Am − ΩAm), the
second and third terms areG2 = n
−1(Ω̂Al−ΩAl)E
T
Al
XAcm(ĈAm−CAm)Ω̂Am
and G3 = n
−1Ω̂Al(ĈAl −CAl)
TXTAc
l
EAm(Ω̂Am −ΩAm), and the last term is
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G4 = n
−1Ω̂Al(ĈAl −CAl)
TXTAc
l
XAcm(ĈAm −CAm)Ω̂Am . In view of (A.40)
and (41), we see that on the event E ∩ E3, it holds that
‖G1‖∞ ≤ O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
·O(λ) ·O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
(51)
= O
{
λ
[
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)]2}
.
Note that G2 = (Ω̂Al−ΩAl)FΩ̂Am in light of (43), and G
T
3 shares the same
form as G2. Thus on the event E ∩ (∩3≤i≤5Ei), combining (A.29), (43)–(44),
and (47) along with the fact of ‖Ω̂Am‖∞ = O(1) leads to
(52) max (‖G2‖∞, ‖G3‖∞) ≤ O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)
·max
(
Kλ2,Kαλ
)}
.
For the last term G4, observe that an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality together with bound (A.24) entails
‖n−1(ĈAl −CAl)
TXTAc
l
XAcm(ĈAm −CAm)‖∞ ≤ O(Kλ
2).
Since ‖Ω̂Al‖∞ = O(1), it follows from the above bound that
(53) ‖G4‖∞ ≤ O(Kλ
2).
Thus combining (50)–(53) results in
(54) P
{
max
1≤l 6=m≤L
‖η4‖∞ ≤ O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
Part 3. We finally consider the first term η1. In view of (4)–(8), n
−1X˜
T
X˜
is the oracle sample covariance matrix estimator for the precision matrix
Ω. Since x˜ defined in (3) is a p-variate Gaussian random vector, applying
similar arguments to those for proving (A.35) with t chosen to be [(δ +
1)(log p)/(cn)]1/2 leads to
(55) P
{
‖n−1X˜
T
X˜−Ω‖∞ ≤ O(λ)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
which provides a uniform bound on η1 = n
−1X˜
T
Al
X˜Am .
Therefore, combining (38), (49), and (54)–(55) gives bound (36) uniformly
over all pairs of index sets (Al, Am) with l 6= m. Observe that the order in
(36) is in fact O(Kαλ) since the rate of convergence O(Kαλ) dominates
that of O(Kλ2) in light of the assumptions of K1+αλ = o(1) and α ≥ 0.
Then in view of (35), the proof of Theorem 1 concludes by noticing that
all these uniform bounds hold simultaneously with significant probability
1− o{p−(δ−2)}.
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A.2. Proof of Theorem 2. Since C in ω∗0 = CK
αλ is some suf-
ficiently large positive constant, Theorem 1 entails that with probability
1− o{p−(δ−2)}, it holds that
(56)
∥∥∥Ω̂ISEE,ini −Ω∥∥∥
∞
< cω∗0 ,
where c < 1/2 is some positive constant. Thus in view of the assumption that
ω0 = min{|ωjk| : (j, k) ∈ supp(Ω)} ≥ ω
∗
0 , by (56) we have supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) ⊂
supp(Ω) when τ ≥ cω∗0 , and supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) when τ ≤ ω0 − cω
∗
0 .
This shows that supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) = supp(Ω) for any τ ∈ [cω
∗
0, ω0−cω
∗
0 ], which
proves part a of Theorem 2.
For part b, we first make an important claim that the results of Theorem
1 hold for the initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini as defined in (16) but based
on a subsample of n0 rows of the estimated oracle empirical matrix X˜, where
n0/n is bounded away from 0. This claim follows from the same arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 1, by noting that bounds (A.24)–(A.25) hold
when the subsample is used since n0 is of the same order as n. Observe that
both n1 and n2 are of the same order as n by the assumption that n1/n2
is bounded away from 0 and ∞. Thus with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)}, the
bound (56) also applies to both estimators Ω̂1,νISEE,ini and Ω̂
2,ν
ISEE,ini, that is,
(57)
∥∥∥Ω̂i,νISEE,ini −Ω∥∥∥
∞
< cω∗0
for i = 1, 2.
As in [3], without loss of generality we work with the case of N = 1 in
(18). In view of the proof for part a, to prove the sure screening prop-
erty supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) it suffices to show that with probability
1 − o{p−(δ−2)}, the threshold τ chosen by the cross-validation is bounded
above by τ0 = ω0 − cω
∗
0 . Here we use the convention that the smallest τ is
preferred when the minimizer of R(τ) is not unique. To this end, we need
only to show that R(τ) ≥ R(τ0) whenever τ ≥ τ0.
Note that when τ = τ0, we have supp{Tτ (Ω̂ISEE,ini)} = supp(Ω) by part
a, and supp{Tτ (Ω̂
i,ν
ISEE,ini)} = supp(Ω) for i = 1, 2 in light of (57). Thus
when τ increases from τ0, the two matrices Tτ (Ω̂
1,ν
ISEE,ini) and Tτ0(Ω̂
1,ν
ISEE,ini)
can differ only over entries in supp(Ω). Assume that M nonzero entries
of Tτ0(Ω̂
1,ν
ISEE,ini) become zero in Tτ (Ω̂
1,ν
ISEE,ini). Then by some simple alge-
bra, it follows from (57) and the assumption of ω0 = min{|ωjk| : (j, k) ∈
supp(Ω)} ≥ ω∗0 that
R(τ)−R(τ0) ≥M
[
(ω0 − cω
∗
0)
2 − (2cω∗0)
2
]
(58)
≥M(1− 3c)(1 + c)(ω∗)20 ≥ 0,
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as long as we choose c ≤ 1/3 in part a. This complets the proof of part b of
Theorem 2.
Finally for part c, note that Ω̂ISEE,g from either of parts a and b satisfies
that supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g). Using the same arguments as in the proof
of Lemma 2 with t chosen as [(δ +1)(log p)/(cn)]1/2 in (A.34), we can show
that with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)}, it holds uniformly over all pairs of
nodes A = {j, k} that ‖Ω̂A−ΩA,A‖∞ = O{max(Kλ
2, λ)}. This result along
with supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g) yields the desired bound (22) in part c, by
noting that the order O(λ) dominates O(Kλ2) in view of the assumptions of
K1+αλ = o(1) and α ≥ 0. We conclude the proof of part c of Theorem 2 by
showing the sure screening property which can be exploited to reduce the
computational cost of the refinement step for estimating the link strength.
When the ISEE estimator with refinement Ω̂ISEE updates the (j, k)-entry
of Ω̂ISEE,g, two univariate linear regression models as defined in (11) with
A = {j, k} are considered for nodes j and k, respectively. In light of CA =
−ΩAc,AΩ
−1
A,A in model (9), it is easy to see that
(59) supp(βj), supp(βk) ⊂ {m ∈ A
c : |ωjm| or |ωkm| 6= 0} .
Denote by M̂jk = {m ∈ A
c : |ω̂jm| or |ω̂km| 6= 0}, where Ω̂ISEE,g = (ω̂jk).
Thus by (59) and supp(Ω) ⊂ supp(Ω̂ISEE,g), with probability 1−o{p
−(δ−2)}
it holds uniformly over all pairs of nodes (j, k) that
(60) supp(βj), supp(βk) ⊂ M̂jk,
which gives the desired sure screening property for fitting model (11).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material to “Innovated Scalable Efficient Esti-
mation in Ultra-Large Gaussian Graphical Models”
(doi: 10.1214/00-AOSXXXXSUPP; .pdf). Due to space constraints, the proofs
of Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 and additional technical details are provided
in the Supplementary Material [21].
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This Supplementary Material contains the proofs of Theorem 3, Proposi-
tion 1, and additional technical details, as well as an extension of ISEE by
incorporating the idea of feature screening.
APPENDIX B: ULTRA-LARGE GRAPH SCREENING
B.1. SIS-assisted ISEE. When the scale of the number of nodes p
is ultra large, we can exploit the sure independence screening (SIS) in [16]
to reduce the computational cost for each scaled Lasso regression. For each
node j in the index set Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L, the SIS ranks the components of
the vector
(A.1) w = (wk)k∈Ac
l
= XTAc
l
Xj
obtained by componentwise regression and for any given ζ ∈ (0, 1), defines
a submodel
(A.2) Mjl,ζ = {k ∈ A
c
l : |wk| is among the first [ζn] largest of all} ,
where [ζn] denotes the integer part of ζn. Here for simplicity, each node
random variable Xj is assumed to have standard deviation one as in [16].
Following [16], based on the reduced model Mjl,ζ obtained by the SIS
one can construct the SIS-SLasso estimator β̂
∗
j,l, which is the scaled Lasso
estimator β̂j,l as defined in (12) with zero components outside the index
set Mjl,ζ for β. Similarly as in (16), we define the initial ISEE estimator
Ω̂∗ISEE,ini as the sample covariance matrix
(A.3) Ω̂∗ISEE,ini = n
−1(X̂
∗
)T X̂
∗
,
where the estimator X̂
∗
for the oracle empirical matrix X˜ is constructed as in
(15) using the SIS-SLasso estimator β̂
∗
j,l. Then we can construct the ISEE
estimator for the graph Ω̂ISEE,g and the ISEE estimator with refinement
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Ω̂ISEE based on the SIS-assisted initial ISEE estimator Ω̂
∗
ISEE,ini in (A.3) as
described in Section 2.3. Similarly the iterative SIS (ISIS) in [16] can also
be applied to improve over the SIS in ultra-large scale problems.
B.2. Technical conditions.
Condition 3. It holds that p > n and log p = O(nγ) for some constant
0 < γ < 1− 2κ with κ defined in Condition 4.
Condition 4. There exist some constants 0 ≤ κ < 1/2 and c1, c2, c3 > 0
such that for each j ∈ Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L, the support of the regres-
sion coefficient vector βj,l = (βjlk)k∈Acl in (11) admits a decomposition
supp(βj,l) = Sjl0 ∪ Sjl1, where for each k ∈ Sjl0, |βjlk| ≥ c1n
−κ and
|cov(β−1jlkXj ,Xk)| ≥ c2, and for each k ∈ A
c
l , |cov(
∑
m∈Sjl1
βjlmXm,Xk)| ≤
c3λ. Moreover, it holds that
(A.4) max
j∈Al, 1≤l≤L
max
{ ∑
m∈Sjl1
|βjlm|, λ
−1
∑
m∈Sjl1
β2jlm
}
= O(Kλ).
Conditions 3 and 4 are additional assumptions that facilitate the analysis
of the SIS-assisted ISEE approach and ensure the sure screening property of
the SIS procedure as in [16]. In particular, Condition 3 allows the dimension-
ality p to increase exponentially with sample size n. Condition 4 is imposed
to ensure that the SIS-assisted ISEE estimate can enjoy nice asymptotic
properties.
B.3. Theoretical properties. As introduced in Section B.1, to re-
duce the computational cost we can apply ISEE along with SIS or ISIS in
the initial step for ultra-large graph screening. The computational cost can
be further reduced if we also apply SIS or ISIS in the refinement step of
estimating the link strength. In the refinement step, for each identified link
(j, k) we can fit model (11) instead on the union of the supports of the jth
and kth rows of Ω̂ISEE,g, with nodes j and k excluded; see (60) in the proof
of Theorem 2 for more details.
The following two theorems characterize the performance of the SIS-
assisted ISEE estimators in both the initial step and the refinement step.
Theorem 4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 and Conditions
3–4 hold and ζ in (A.2) is at least of order n−γ0 with some constant 0 <
γ0 < 1−2κ. Then the SIS-assisted initial ISEE estimator Ω̂
∗
ISEE,ini in (A.3)
satisfies the same properties as in Theorem 1.
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Theorem 5. Under the conditions of Theorems 2 and 4, the ISEE es-
timators Ω̂ISEE,g and Ω̂ISEE based on Ω̂
∗
ISEE,ini in (A.3) satisfy the same
properties as in Theorem 2.
APPENDIX C: PROOFS OF ADDITIONAL MAIN RESULTS
C.1. Proof of Theorem 3. By (16), (35), and the definition of the
bias corrected initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini in (23) and (24), it suffices to
consider the off-block-diagonal entries of the initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini,
that is, the submatrices (Ω̂ISEE,ini)Al,Am with 1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ L. The bias of
the initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,ini comes from these entries. Note that for
each l 6= m, (Ω̂ISEE,ini)Al,Am admits the representation in (38). By (54) and
(55), we see that the aforementioned bias is incurred by the second and third
terms η2 and η3 in (38).
Due to the symmetry, we focus only on the term η2. Examining Part 1 of
the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the bias in the term η2 is caused only
by the additive component
(A.5) F˜2 = −Ω
T
Al
F2Ω̂Am,
where F2 defined in (43) is given by (n
−1XTAlEAl)
T (Ĉ
Al
Am −C
Al
Am
), and Ĉ
Al
Am
and CAlAm denote submatrices of ĈAm and CAm consisting of rows with
indices in Al, respectively. We now add a bias correction term Ĉ
Al
AmΩ̂Am as
specified in (24) to (Ω̂ISEE,ini)Al,Am , and subsequently to F˜2 given in (A.5).
Let us consider the resulting new term
(A.6) F˜
∗
2 = F˜2 + Ĉ
Al
AmΩ̂Am = F4 + F5 +C
Al
Am
ΩAm,
where F4 = −[Ω
T
Al
(n−1XTAlEAl)
T − I|Al|](Ĉ
Al
Am − C
Al
Am
)Ω̂Am and F5 =
C
Al
Am
(Ω̂Am −ΩAm). We study these two terms F4 and F5 separately.
As in Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1, we condition on the event
E ∩ (∩3≤i≤5Ei) hereafter. Note that Ĉ
Al
Am − C
Al
Am
is exactly the matrix F3
introduced therein. In light of the definitions of E , E4, and E5 in (A.40)
and (45)–(46), by the facts of ‖ΩAl‖∞ = O(1) and Ω̂Am = O(1) it holds
uniformly over 1 ≤ l 6= m ≤ L that
‖F4‖∞ ≤ O(1)‖n
−1XTAlEAl −Ω
−1
Al
‖∞‖F3‖∞O(1)(A.7)
≤ O(λ) · O(Kαλ) = O(Kαλ2).
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Using similar arguments to those in the proof of Lemma 2, we can show that
‖CAlAm‖∞ = ‖ −ΩAl,AmΩ
−1
Am
‖∞ = O(1), which along with (A.40) entails
(A.8) ‖F5‖∞ = O
{
max(Kλ2, λ)
}
.
Since α ≤ 1/2 by Condition 2, it follows from (A.7) and (A.8) that
(A.9) ‖F4 + F5‖∞ ≤ O
{
max(Kλ2, λ)
}
.
Observe that CAlAmΩAm = −ΩAl,AmΩ
−1
Am
ΩAm = −ΩAl,Am . Therefore,
combining (A.6) and (A.9) proves the desired bound for the bias corrected
initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini with off-block-diagonal entries(
Ω̂ISEE,cini
)
Al,Am
= −
[(
Ω̂ISEE,ini
)
Al,Am
+ Ĉ
Am
Al
Ω̂Al + Ĉ
Al
AmΩ̂Am
]
;
that is, with the same probability bound as in Theorem 1 it holds that∥∥∥Ω̂ISEE,cini −Ω∥∥∥
∞
= O
{
max(Kλ2, λ)
}
,
which order is in fact O(λ) as explained in the proof of Theorem 2.
The second part of Theorem 3, which is graph recovery consistency of the
bias corrected initial ISEE estimator Ω̂ISEE,cini, can be proved using similar
arguments to those in the proof for part a of Theorem 2, by noting that
Ω̂ISEE,g = Tτ (Ω̂ISEE,cini) and ω
∗
0 = Cλ with C > 0 some sufficiently large
constant.
C.2. Proof of Theorem 4. We first show that the two events H1 and
H2 defined as
(A.10) H1 =
⋂
j∈Al,1≤l≤L
{Sjl0 ⊂Mjl,ζ}
and
(A.11) H2 =
{
maxj∈Al,1≤l≤L
∥∥∥∥n−1XTAcl ∑m∈Sjl1 βjlmXm
∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ O(λ)
}
have large probabilities. The event H1 in (A.10) characterizes the sure
screening property of the SIS associated with the sets of indices Sjl0. It
is easy to check that Conditions 1–4 in [16] are entailed by our Conditions 1
and 3–4, withM∗ replaced by Sjl0. In particular, they verified the property
C (a concentration property) for Gaussian distributions.
A key observation is that the proof of Theorem 1 in [16] applies equally
well to the case where the set of desired effects Sjl0 plays the role of M∗
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and the set of additional effects Sjl1 = supp(βj,l) \ Sjl0 may not be empty.
Thus an application of the same arguments leads to a similar conclusion to
that in Theorem 1 of [16]; that is, for ζ at least in the order of n−γ0 with
some positive constant γ0 < 1− 2κ, we have
(A.12) P {Sjl0 ⊂Mjl,ζ} = 1−O
{
exp[−Cn1−2κ/(log n)]
}
,
where C is some positive constant. Since log p = O(nγ) with constant 0 <
γ < 1−2κ by Condition 3, we see immediately from (A.12) and Bonferroni’s
inequality over all nodes j in the index sets Al that
(A.13) P (H1) ≥ 1− p · o
{
p−(δ−1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
Note that for each k ∈ Acl , the expectation of n
−1XTk
∑
m∈Sjl1
βjlmXm
is equal to cov(
∑
m∈Sjl1
βjlmXm,Xk). Thus in view of the assumption of
maxk∈Ac
l
|cov(
∑
m∈Sjl1
βjlmXm,Xk)| ≤ c3λ by Condition 4, using similar ar-
guments to those for proving (A.35) with t chosen to be [(δ+1)(log p)/(cn)]1/2
leads to
(A.14) P (H2) ≥ 1− p(p− 1) ·O
{
p−(δ+1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
Combining (A.13) and (A.14) yields the desired probability bound
(A.15) P (H1 ∩H2) ≥ 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
From now on we condition on the event H1 ∩H2. On this event, for each
node j in the index set Al, the submodel Mjl,ζ given by the SIS contains
the set of desired effects Sjl0. In light of (A.11), we can treat the component∑
m∈Sjl1
βjlmXm of the mean vector XAclβj,l in the univariate linear regres-
sion model (11) as part of the error vector in the technical analysis for the
scaled Lasso. A key observation is that all the error bounds and probability
bounds used in the arguments for proving Lemma 1 hold uniformly over the
submodels Mjl,ζ . Thus an application of the proof of Lemma 1 shows that
with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one, it holds uniformly over all
nodes j in the index sets Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L and all submodels Mjl,ζ that∥∥∥β̂∗j,l,Mjl,ζ − βj,l,Mjl,ζ∥∥∥1 = O(Kλ),(A.16)
n−1
∥∥∥XMjl,ζ (β̂∗j,l,Mjl,ζ − βj,l,Mjl,ζ)∥∥∥22 = O(Kλ2),(A.17)
where β̂
∗
j,l denotes the SIS-SLasso estimator, which is the scaled Lasso esti-
mator β̂j,l as defined in (12) with zero components for β outside the reduced
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index set Mjl,ζ obtained by the SIS, and Mjl,ζ in the subscripts indicates
the corresponding subvectors or submatrices.
In view of (A.15), the intersection of the eventH1∩H2 and the one given in
(A.16)–(A.17) still has large probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)}. On such an event,
it follows immediately from the sure screening property of Sjl0 ⊂ Mjl,ζ ,
(A.16), and (A.4) that
(A.18)
∥∥∥β̂∗j,l − βj,l∥∥∥
1
= O(Kλ).
Note that the proof of Theorem 2 in [33] applies equally well for the largest
singular value to show that
(A.19) P
{
max
|Λ|≤K˜
λmax(n
−1XTΛXΛ) ≤ O(1)
}
≤ pK˜e−Cn,
where K˜ is as defined in the proof of Lemma 1 and C is some positive
constant. Since K˜ ≤ c˜0n/(log p) for some sufficiently small positive constant
c˜0, it is easy to derive that (A.19) entails
(A.20) P
{
max
|Λ|≤K˜
λmax(n
−1XTΛXΛ) ≤ O(1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
Thus conditioning on this additional event does not change our asymptotic
probability bound 1− o{p−(δ−2)}.
Denote by Λ0 = supp(βj,l) \ Mjl,ζ . Since ‖βj,l‖0 ≤ K˜ as shown in the
proof of Lemma 1 which implies |Λ0| ≤ K˜, by (A.20), (A.4) in Condition 4,
and Sjl0 ⊂Mjl,ζ we have
n−1‖XΛ0βj,l,Λ0‖
2
2 ≤ λmax(n
−1XTΛ0XΛ0)‖βj,l,Λ0‖
2
2(A.21)
≤ λmax(n
−1XTΛ0XΛ0)‖βj,l,Sjl1‖
2
2
≤ O(1) · O(Kλ2) = O(Kλ2).
Combining (A.17) and (A.21) leads to
(A.22) n−1
∥∥∥XAc
l
(β̂
∗
j,l − βj,l)
∥∥∥2
2
= O(Kλ2).
In light of (A.18) and (A.22), we have shown that with probability 1 −
o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one, it holds uniformly over all nodes j in the index
sets Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L that the same bounds as (A.23)–(A.24) in Lemma 1
are also valid for the SIS-SLasso estimator. Therefore, the same arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 1 carry through.
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C.3. Proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 5 holds immediately as a conse-
quence of Theorems 2 and 4.
APPENDIX D: PROOFS OF TECHNICAL RESULTS
D.1. Lemma 1 and its proof.
Lemma 1. Under Condition 1, with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending
to one it holds uniformly over all nodes j in the index sets Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L
and simultaneously that
‖β̂j,l − βj,l‖1 = O(Kλ),(A.23)
n−1‖XAc
l
(β̂j,l − βj,l)‖
2
2 = O(Kλ
2),(A.24)
‖n−1XTAc
l
Ej,l‖∞ = O(λ),(A.25)
where θ̂j,l = n
−1Ê
T
j,lÊj,l, θ˜j,l = n
−1ETj,lEj,l, and the additional subscript l
indicates the same scalars and vectors as defined previously with the index
set A replaced by Al.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let us first make a few observations. First, for each
index set Al, the random error vector ηAl in the scalar form of the multi-
variate linear regression model (7) with index set A = Al is Gaussian with
mean 0 and covariance matrix Ω−1Al and independent of xA
c
l
. Since by Con-
dition 1, the spectrum of the precision matrix Ω is bounded between M−1
and M . We see immediately that the spectrum of its principal submatrix
ΩAl is also bounded between M
−1 and M , so is that of its inverse Ω−1Al .
This shows that for each corresponding univariate linear regression model
(11), its error vector Ej,l is N(0, θj,lIn) with marginal variance θj,l bounded
between M−1 and M , where the additional subscript l indicates the same
scalars and vectors as defined previously with the index set A replaced by
Al.
Second, by Condition 1, the precision matrix Ω is K-sparse, that is, each
of its row or column has at most K nonzero off-diagonal entries. Since
maxl |Al| = O(1), it follows that the total number of nonzero entries K˜
in the submatrix ΩAc
l
,Al is bounded from above by K|Al| = O(K). In
view of K ≤ c0n/(log p) for some sufficiently small positive constant c0,
we have K˜ ≤ c˜0n/(log p) with c˜0 = O(c0) still some sufficiently small posi-
tive constant. Thus for each index set Al, the regression coefficient matrix
CAl = −ΩAcl ,AlΩ
−1
Al
in the matrix form of the multivariate linear regression
model (9) with index set A = Al satisfies that each column vector has at
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most K˜ nonzero components. This shows that for each corresponding uni-
variate linear regression model (11), its regression coefficient vector βj,l has
sparsity ‖βj,l‖0 ≤ K˜ = O(K) ≤ c˜0n/(log p) uniformly over all nodes j and
index sets Al.
Third, for each index set Al, the corresponding univariate linear regression
model (11) is a linear regression model with Gaussian design matrixXAc
l
and
Gaussian error vector Ej,l that is independent of XAc
l
. Note that in light of
X = (x1, · · · ,xn)
T and (1), XAc
l
∼ N(0, In ⊗ΣAc
l
), where ΣAc
l
denotes the
principal submatrix of Σ given by the index set Acl . Since Ω has spectrum
bounded between M−1 and M , the spectrum of Σ = Ω−1 is also bounded
between M−1 and M and so is that of its principal submatrix ΣAc
l
.
Denote by Ej,l the event that the bounds (A.23)–(A.25) hold simultane-
ously for node j in the index set Al. With the above three observations, an
application of the proof of Lemma 2 in [39] shows that
(A.26) P (Ej,l) = 1− o
{
p−(δ−1)
}
.
Thus applying Bonferroni’s inequality over all nodes j in the index sets Al
along with (A.26) yields the uniform bounds (A.23)–(A.25) satisfied with
probability
(A.27) P (E1) ≥ 1− p · o
{
p−(δ−1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
which converges to one since δ ≥ 2, where the event E1 is defined as
(A.28) E1 =
⋂
j∈Al,1≤l≤L
Ej,l.
In view of Êj,l = Xj −XAc
l
β̂j,l, the fact that θ̂j,l = n
−1Ê
T
j,lÊj,l follows easily
from the definition of the minimizer (β̂j,l, θ̂
1/2
j,l ) of the scaled Lasso problem
(12).
D.2. Lemma 2 and its proof.
Lemma 2. Under Condition 1, with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending
to one it holds uniformly over 1 ≤ l ≤ L that
(A.29) ‖Ω̂Al −ΩAl‖∞ = O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
,
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the entrywise L∞-norm of a given matrix.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Note that by (13) and (9), we have the following
decomposition of the residual matrix
(A.30) ÊAl = XAl −XAcl ĈAl = EAl −XA
c
l
(ĈAl −CAl),
where ĈAl = (β̂j,l)j∈Al is a (p − |Al|)× |Al| matrix of estimated regression
coefficients. Combining (14) and (A.30) yields
(A.31) Ω̂−1Al −Ω
−1
Al
= n−1Ê
T
Al
ÊAl −Ω
−1
Al
= ξ1 + ξ2 + ξ3,
where ξ1 = n
−1ETAlEAl −Ω
−1
Al
, ξ2 = −2n
−1ETAlXA
c
l
(ĈAl −CAl), and ξ3 =
n−1(ĈAl − CAl)
TXTAc
l
XAc
l
(ĈAl − CAl). Let us first consider the last two
terms ξ2 and ξ3 conditional on the event E1 defined in (A.28). On the event
E1, bounds (A.25) and (A.23) control the maximum rowwise L∞-norm of
matrix n−1ETAlXAcl and maximum columnwise L1-norm of matrix ĈAl−CAl ,
respectively, which lead to
(A.32) ‖ξ2‖∞ = O(Kλ
2),
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the entrywise L∞-norm of a given matrix. An appli-
cation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with bound (A.24) results
in
(A.33) ‖ξ3‖∞ = O(Kλ
2).
Note that bounds (A.32) and (A.33) are uniform over 1 ≤ l ≤ L. It remains
to consider the first term ξ1.
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, the spectrum of Ω−1Al is bounded
betweenM−1 andM . In view of (9) and (7), n−1ETAlEAl is the oracle sample
covariance matrix estimator for Ω−1Al . Thus the concentration bounds in [41]
and [2], together with Bonferroni’s inequality and maxl |Al| = O(1), yield
for any t ≤ α,
(A.34) P {‖ξ1‖∞ ≤ t} = 1−O(e
−cnt2),
where c and α are some positive constants. Taking t = [δ(log p)/(cn)]1/2 in
(A.34) and applying Bonferroni’s inequality over 1 ≤ l ≤ L lead to
(A.35) P (E2) ≥ 1− p · O(e
−cnt2) = 1−O
{
p−(δ−1)
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where the event E2 is defined as
(A.36) E2 =
{
max
1≤l≤L
∥∥∥n−1ETAlEAl −Ω−1Al ∥∥∥∞ ≤ t = O(λ)
}
.
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Therefore, combining (A.31)–(A.34) and (A.35) leads to
(A.37)
P
{
max
1≤l≤L
∥∥∥Ω̂−1Al −Ω−1Al ∥∥∥∞ = O {max (Kλ2, λ)}
}
= 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
.
We still need to derive the bounds for the matrices Ω̂Al .
Let us work with the bound ‖Ω̂−1Al − Ω
−1
Al
‖∞ = O{max(Kλ
2, λ)}. Since
|Al| = O(1), the Frobenius norm ‖Ω̂
−1
Al
−Ω−1Al ‖F = O{max(Kλ
2, λ)}. In light
of Condition 1, the quantity O{max(Kλ2, λ) is bounded above by some suffi-
ciently small positive constant. Then it follows from the matrix perturbation
theory (Corollary 6.3.8 of [27]) that
λmin(Ω̂
−1
Al
) ≥ λmin(Ω
−1
Al
)− ‖Ω̂−1Al −Ω
−1
Al
‖F
≥M−1 −O
{
max
(
Kλ2, λ
)}
≥ (2M)−1
for large enough n. The above spectral inequality leads to λmax(Ω̂Al) =
λ−1min(Ω̂
−1
Al
) = O(1). Similarly, we can show that λmin(Ω̂Al) is also bounded
away from zero.
Note a fact that the entrywise L∞-norm of any symmetric positive definite
matrix is bounded above by its largest eigenvalue. This claim follows from
the facts that each diagonal entry is positive and no larger than the largest
eigenvalue and that the 2×2 principal submatrix corresponding to each off-
diagonal entry is necessarily nonsingular. Since bothΩAl and Ω̂Al have spec-
tra bounded away from 0 and∞, we see that ‖ΩAl‖∞ = O(1) and ‖Ω̂Al‖∞ =
O(1), which along with max1≤l≤L ‖Ω̂
−1
Al
− Ω−1Al ‖∞ = O{max(Kλ
2, λ)} and
maxl |Al| = O(1) entails
∥∥∥Ω̂Al −ΩAl∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥ΩAl (Ω̂−1Al −Ω−1Al ) Ω̂Al∥∥∥∞ = O {max(Kλ2, λ)} .
(A.38)
Therefore, combining (A.27), (A.35), and (A.37)–(A.38) yields
(A.39) P (E) = 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where the event E is defined as
(A.40) E = E1 ∩ E2 ∩
{
max
1≤l≤L
∥∥∥Ω̂Al −ΩAl∥∥∥
∞
= O
{
max(Kλ2, λ)
}}
.
Hereafter we condition on the event E .
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D.3. Proof of Proposition 1. For any Ω ∈ G(M,K), we know that
each row of Ω has at most K + 1 nonzero components and the spectrum of
Ω is bounded between M−1 andM . Thus it follows easily that for Σ = Ω−1
and any u 6= 0,
(A.41) ‖u‖∞ = ‖ΩΣu‖∞ ≤ ‖Ω‖∞,∞‖Σu‖∞,
where ‖ · ‖∞,∞ denotes the operator norm of a matrix induced by the L∞-
norm. Note that ‖Ω‖∞,∞ is the maximum rowwise L1-norm of Ω, which is
bounded above by (K+1)1/2 multiplied by the maximum rowwise L2-norm
of Ω, thanks to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that each row
of Ω has L0-norm bounded above by K+1. By the definition of the spectral
norm, the maximum rowwise L2-norm of Ω is further bounded above by
λmax(Ω) ≤M , which entails
(A.42) ‖Ω‖∞,∞ ≤ (K + 1)
1/2M.
Combining (A.41)–(A.42) yields the desired bound inf{‖Σu‖∞/‖u‖∞ : u 6=
0} ≥ (K + 1)−1/2M−1.
D.4. Lemma 3 and its proof.
Lemma 3. Assume that Conditions 1–2 hold and K1+αλ = o(1). Then
with probability 1 − o{p−(δ−2)} tending to one it holds uniformly over all
nodes j in the index sets Al with 1 ≤ l ≤ L that the L∞-norm cone invert-
ibility factor
(A.43) F∞,j,l = inf
{
‖R̂j,lu‖∞
‖u‖∞
: ‖uSc
j,l
‖1 ≤ ξ‖uSj,l‖1 6= 0
}
satisfies F∞,j,l ≥ c1F∞, where c1 < 1 is some positive constant, Sj,l denotes
the support supp(βj,l), and R̂j,l = n
−1YTAc
l
YAc
l
with YAc
l
the design matrix
XAc
l
rescaled columnwise to have L2-norm n
1/2 for each column.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let R be the correlation matrix corresponding to
the covariance matrix Σ = (σjk). Since the spectrum of Σ is bounded be-
tween M−1 and M thanks to the same property of Ω, all diagonal entries
σjj of Σ are also bounded between M
−1 and M and so are all their re-
ciprocals σ−1jj . Thus the L1-norms and L∞-norms induced by both linear
transformations corresponding to matrices S = diag{σ
1/2
11 , · · · , σ
1/2
pp } and
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S−1 = diag{σ
−1/2
11 , · · · , σ
−1/2
pp } are equivalent to the original ones. Thus it
follows from the identity
(A.44) R = S−1ΣS−1
that the L∞-norm cone invertibility factor F
′
∞ with Σ replaced by R in (20)
and the original one F∞ defined for Σ are within a constant factor of each
other. To simplify the notation, we still write F ′∞ as F∞ which is implicitly
understood as the L∞-norm cone invertibility factor defined for R hereafter.
For each node j in the index set Al, define the population version of the
L∞-norm cone invertibility factor in (A.43) as
(A.45) F˜∞,j,l = inf
{
‖RAc
l
u‖∞
‖u‖∞
: ‖uSc
j,l
‖1 ≤ ξ‖uSj,l‖1 6= 0
}
,
where RAc
l
denotes the principal submatrix of R given by the index set Acl .
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, |Sj,l| = ‖βj,l‖0 ≤ K˜ = O(K), which
together with (20) defined for R and (A.45) leads to
(A.46) F˜∞,j,l ≥ F∞.
We will show that the empirical version of the L∞-norm cone invertibility
factor F∞,j,l in (A.43) concentrates around its population counterpart F˜∞,j,l
in (A.45) with overwhelming probability.
Using similar arguments to those for proving (A.35) with t chosen to be
[(δ + 1)(log p)/(cn)]1/2, we can show that
(A.47) P (F) = 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
where F = {‖Σ̂ − Σ‖∞ ≤ O(λ)} with Σ̂ = n
−1XTX and ‖ · ‖∞ denoting
the entrywise L∞-norm of a given matrix. Note that R̂j,l = n
−1YTAc
l
YAc
l
is
simply the principal submatrix R̂Ac
l
of the sample correlation matrix
(A.48) R̂ =
(
diag{Σ̂}
)−1/2
Σ̂
(
diag{Σ̂}
)−1/2
given by the index set Acl . By some standard calculations, we can show that
on the event F , it also holds that ‖R̂ −R‖∞ ≤ O(λ). This result together
with (A.47) yields
(A.49) P (F1) ≥ 1− o
{
p−(δ−2)
}
,
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where the event F1 is defined as the intersection of events F and {‖R̂ −
R‖∞ ≤ O(λ)}.
Finally let us do some algebraic calculations conditional on event F1. On
this event, for each u ∈ Rp−|Al| satisfying ‖uSc
j,l
‖1 ≤ ξ‖uSj,l‖1 6= 0 we have
‖R̂j,lu‖∞ = ‖R̂Ac
l
u‖∞ ≥ ‖RAc
l
u‖∞ −
∥∥∥(R̂Ac
l
−RAc
l
)
u
∥∥∥
∞
(A.50)
≥ F˜∞,j,l‖u‖∞ − ‖R̂−R‖∞‖u‖1
≥ F˜∞,j,l‖u‖∞ −O(λ)(1 + ξ)‖uSj,l‖1
≥ F˜∞,j,l‖u‖∞ −O(λ)(1 + ξ)|Sj,l|‖uSj,l‖∞
≥
[
F˜∞,j,l −O(Kλ)
]
‖u‖∞,
since |Sj,l| ≤ K˜ = O(K). Therefore, combining (A.46), (A.49)–(A.50), and
the assumption of K1+αλ = o(1) yields F∞,j,l ≥ c1F∞ for some positive
constant c1 < 1, uniformly over all nodes j in the index sets Al with 1 ≤
l ≤ L.
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